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Why?

- Save gas.

- Cool features.

- Nice APIs.



Philosophy

“... what is the goal? You're trying to get people to get things done quickly. And so you need libraries, you need 
high quality libraries, and then you need a user base around them that can assemble them and do cool things 
with them. Right. And so to me, the question is, what enables high quality libraries?”

– Chris Lattner 

“... These assumptions lead to the conclusion that compiler optimization advances double computing power 
every 18 years. QED.

This means that while hardware computing horsepower increases at roughly 60% / year, compiler optimizations 
contribute only 4%. Basically, compiler optimization work makes only marginal contributions.

Perhaps this means Programming Language Research should be concentrating on something other than 
optimizations. Perhaps programmer productivity is a more fruitful arena.”

– Todd A. Proebsting  (Proebsting’s Law)

https://proebsting.cs.arizona.edu/law.html


Highlights

Plug-and-play Calldata Compression for L2 via LibZip

Solidity

JS / TS



LibZip + SSTORE2

Highlights



JSONParserLib + Base64 + LibString

Highlights



LibSort + SSTORE2

Highlights



LibMap

Highlights



Highlights

- Drop-in replacements for 

ECDSA, SignatureCheckerLib, MerkleProofLib.

- ERC1967Factory.

- LibClone.

- RedBlackTreeLib.



Codebase

- Minimal inheritance.

- Minimal dependencies.

- Great learning resource.



Lower Runtime Gas

FixedPointMathLib.cbrt



Lower Runtime Gas

FixedPointMathLib.log10



Lower Runtime Gas

MerkleProofLib.verifyCalldata



Lower Runtime Gas

SafeTransferLib.safeTransferFrom



Lower Runtime Gas

SafeTransferLib.forceSafeTransferETH



Smaller Bytecode 

Pack more into a single 
contract.

(Spurious Dragon limit: 
24576)

Barebones Contract Bytecode Size (in bytes)



ERC721

- Future-proof optimizations.

- Storage “hitchhiking”.
- Use the extra bits in the 

ownership and balance slots.



Etc.

- Compatible with both regular contracts and proxies (e.g. clones).



Security and Correctness

- Heavily fuzz tested.

- Some math functions are formally verified.

- Audits:
- Spearbit (Cantina)   DM me on 𝕏 for the report preprint.

- Ackee & RockawayX 

- Shung

- Make sure to read the Natspec and test with your code.



Todo

- Documentation.

- More features (6551, 4337).
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